Barry Adams claims that his patient load increased from 6 or 7 patients to 10 or 12 patients during his short tenure at Youville Hospital's 26-bed subacute care unit, known as "East 2," in Cambridge, Mass. Adams worked as a charge nurse in the unit, which was designed to care for medical surgical patients receiving rehabilitative care for acute and chronic illnesses, from April 1996 until he was fired in October 1996.
Across the river, Cathleen Kyle, RN, had been working since 1987 in the coronary ICU of Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) in Boston. In November 1997, after filing numerous internal incident reports in which she alleged understaffing, Kyle was fired.
The Adams case
Adams and several of his coworkers were vocal about the alleged understaffing in East 2. They filed incident reports, signed petitions, and voiced concerns at meetings. Adams wrote a 2-page memorandum to the director of nursing and initiated meetings with his supervisors. Discussions focused on patients who had fallen and on medication errors. One point of contention was whether the nurses would be paid for an additional half hour if they chose not to take a dinner break because of insufficient coverage.
At one point, Adams had a discussion with management regarding his obligation to fill out Medicare "MDS forms" for patients. Youville Hospital administrators later claimed that Adams refused to fill out the forms. Adams disputed this allegation, claiming that he had objected to filling out the forms only for discharged patients because their records were located on a different floor. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) saw it Adams' way and concluded that Adams refused to complete the forms only under the existing conditions in East 2.
Several weeks before Adams' termination, the director of nursing implemented a policy whereby one RN would be expected to care for 9 or fewer patients without assistance, clinical or secretarial, during the evening and night shifts. Adams and some of his coworkers signed a petition, which stated in part: I have been told many times not to burn my bridges. What I have come to know in 42 years is that whenever I have been in a situation where someone feels the need to tell me not to burn my bridges, I go for the gas can.
